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Foreword
When warm-up activities can serve multiple purposes at once they are even more effective. And then
transfer and apply the results to the rehearsal and performance of the music the warm-up becomes an
even more powerful tool. Thus, developing an organizational technique that simplifies the purpose or
intent of every note performed during the warm-up will intensify the performer’s understanding of why
they are warming up in a certain way and, therefore, will develop a greater appreciation for why they are
doing it. In other words, they will value the warm-ups as opposed to just enduring them and then
transfer the concepts and skills to every note they play.
One of my mentors, Dan Perantoni, was meticulous in his approach to learning, preparing, and
performing. He taught his students to be nearly obsessive in developing literally every fundamental that
could possibly be required to transfer for use in performance. It is partially from his inspiration that this
system has been created and transferred for use not only for individuals in their personal warm-up
routines, but also for the development of individual musicians within the ensemble setting.
Robert Spring, (a friend of mine and clarinet professor at Arizona State University) is my own personal
model for why we warm up and how we should approach warming up. I had the privilege of working with
this amazing clarinetist/performer/teacher each year for several years at the Mount Rushmore Music
Camp. Over a two-week period, I listened to him warm-up every day for an hour or more. It was (and is)
his belief that he needed to play every day and be “efficient and effective” in his procedures. I would
listen as he worked on fundamentals and then transfer them to the repertoire he was playing. It was, in a
word, remarkable how the style of his playing in the warm-up was directly applied to the performance of
the music. I will also never forget his efforts to create a plethora of tone colors while he managed
maintaining his tonal center and the relationships between playing in-tune and in-time. Brilliant, really.
Thus, I believe we need to not only be efficient and effective in our warm-ups, but also inspirational and
emotional. We must blend our sounds into the music and balance our work between pure
skill-driven technique and conceptual awareness of the application of those skills. But perhaps most
importantly to the outcome of our shared performance with others within any ensemble is that we must
unify our mutual approaches to creating the individual notes leading to the expression of the emotional
intent of the music. Everything we practice or rehearse must lead to each individual interpreting and
sharing the musical context and composer’s emotional intent in a meaningful and unified performance.
I hope you and your students enjoy this work together.
Dale Lonis
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Introduction

Introduction
WHAT IS S.T.U.B.B.I.E.?
S.T.U.B.B.I.E. is a mnemonic device representing basic skills and concepts that are essential to
develop as individuals and ensemble members. If these are mastered and moved to automaticity young
musicians can reach higher levels much more quickly.

WHY USE THESE EXERCISES?
This method is based on the notion previously known as “the spiral curriculum” first brought to use by
Jerome Bruner. We have put it into practice here effectively combining recent knowledge about how
the brain works with Benjamin Bloom’s notions of “mastery learning,” “automaticity” and “talent
development”. Finally, we add our own research and information learned from our investigation and
experience employing that knowledge and skill.
To undertake new learning, we must start with the fundamental elements, concepts, and skills. We then
build on these by constantly revisiting them until we not only understand the concepts and tenets, but
can find our own voice to execute and transfer them to other settings. For example, consider a student
learning to play cello and working until s/he reaches the level of Yo-Yo Ma. What makes Mr. Ma
different than literally every professional cellist is that each time he performs he brings his own
creativity to the performance in ways that are uniquely his interpretation. In turn, it is our hope that
every student learns the fundamentals so well that they can reach the “creation stage” of learning as
quickly as possible. Teaching emerging musicians to transform themselves from beginner into their own
version of Yo-Yo Ma is our lofty goal.

Empowering Students
S.T.U.B.B.I.E. Warm-ups for Band is designed to inspire students to take ownership of the
learning process. Once you choose to fix notes and rhythms during rehearsal, you send a clear message
to the student that doing anything outside the rehearsal setting is unnecessary. By providing students
with the skills they require to be successful while inspiring them to be more involved in understanding
the concepts and intent of the music, they are empowered to reach a higher level of performance. To
further assist you in guiding your students to become independent musicians, we encourage you to turn
your attention to Directed Practice vs Timed Practice (hard copy users to refer to Appendix II and e-file
users to click here).
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Musical Triage: Identifying and Addressing Musical Challenges
How do we teach musical independence and give students the requisite skills to develop their ability to
listen and respond as they rehearse and perform their music. S.T.U.B.B.I.E. Warm-ups for
Band provides students with the individual and ensemble skills and concepts to become autonomous
and independent learners. It will challenge them cognitively and creatively while automatizing the
physical skills, developing a foundation for excellence.
Within the exercises throughout the book we provide sample questions from the students’ perspective
regarding their musical performance. We encourage you to teach them that musical triage is a process
and is their responsibility. They will learn to take the following steps:
 Identify and prioritize their personal musical challenges.
 Consider solutions for resolving these musical issues.
 Listen, identify, and prioritize challenges within their section and how these challenges impact
the whole ensemble.
 Consider options for assisting their section to become better.
 Broaden their listening to identify and prioritize issues that that the entire ensemble must
address.
As they develop their triage skills, no longer will you (the director) be the hardest working person in the
room.

Efficiency and Transfer
Two goals of teaching are to be efficient and to teach in a manner that leads the student to transfer
what has been learned to other settings. To be most useful, information must be remembered and
applied to future actions. It is even more powerful when the imagination is used to transfer and apply
what has been learned to new settings. Additionally, the key messages within any lesson are more likely
to be remembered when attached to previous knowledge. This type of cognitive recognition called
schema learning is an essential component of memory.
Efficiency becomes essential not only because more can be accomplished in a shorter period, but also
because it clarifies what is to be learned. Inefficiencies occur when too much information is presented at
once, if unnecessary information is offered, or if not enough time is allowed for the information to be
absorbed. When any one of these occurs, the learner does not know on what to focus.
Transfer is critical to learning and memory. It combines cognitive activities with experiential learning
and allows the assessment of the learning to become a value proposition. How many times have we
taught a concept or skill such as a rhythm, or a key signature in one work only to find that the students
did not “transfer” that knowledge or skill to a new musical setting?
Thus, we must teach efficiently in a fashion that enhances transfer.
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S.T.U.B.B.I.E. Tenets
S tyle
In our terms, style is determined by the fundamental approach to the performance of the three
parts of every note. The foundation of style can then be reduced to the difference between five
different approaches to how a single note is performed. Thus, there are five basic styles of notes
(see Appendix IV).

Tone, in- Tune; - - - - - in- Time, on- Time
Always perform with your best tone, in tune, while executing all the rhythms (in the appropriate
style) within beats and getting to the next beat precisely with everyone else.

Unifying
Every musician executing with the same approach, understanding, and intent.

Balance
Understanding the relationship between your notes and the other notes being performed.

Blend
It is like making a cake. It starts out with many separate ingredients such as eggs, flour, chocolate,
etc., but when we mix it with a “blender” it becomes one smooth, blended, and beautiful result.

I is for Purpose
I

Yes, that’s right—Purpose! Well, okay— ntent! Every note has a purpose whether it is melodic,
rhythmic, or harmonic leading to the emotional development of the music.

Emotion
Our ultimate goal is to create an emotional response with every note. As musicians, we do this by
mastering and automatizing S.T.U.B.B.I.

- - > E!
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Foundational Principles and Tenets
Prior to using S.T.U.B.B.I.E. Warm-ups for Band it is essential that you understand and
embrace the Foundational Principles, Techniques, and Creating Style and Intent tenets that inform this
resource. Hard copy users refer to Appendix I, e-file users click here for further information and in-depth
explanations of the research that supports these exercises.

Exercises
The exercises in Book One are based on “sound before symbol.” It is critically important to begin most of
the fundamentals skill development without written music in front of the student. We have designed
these exercises to allow students to focus on listening and automatizing psycho-motor skills while being
involved in the intent of the warm-up. Therefore, most of these warm-ups are performed without using
notation. Of course, we must learn how to read music, but that is a different skill that can be addressed
separately from the warm-up. Once the skills and techniques are mastered, musicians can then transfer
them to the written symbolic representation of sound that we call music. Since our goal as musicians is
to create an emotional response through sound and beauty, placing listening above seeing also
becomes important.
You will note the presence of two icons in every exercise which serve as links to further information.
Please go to www.mmiAchieve.com/Resources/STUBBIE Warmups for Band and enter your passcode.
This icon indicates a review of the principles (P) and tenets that are relevant for the
successful completion of the exercise. We encourage you to stop and take a moment to go
back over these very important premises.
This icon signals a brief video demonstration offering one way to teach the exercise. As you
find your voice/your way of teaching the exercise, we invite you to share with us, a short
video clip of you and your students in action. Please send to us at info@mmiAchieve.com.

S.T.U.B.B.I.E. warm-ups are meant to be a launching pad for your creativity. With the extra
room found in many of the exercise text boxes we encourage you to jot down your own ideas and notes
with how you and your students can tailor or extend these especially for you. For example, how might
you add intent or emotion to each exercise?
A note on percussion: Too often, percussionists are left out of warm-ups. For specific ideas for how to
engage your percussionists in the warm-ups, hard copy users refer to Appendix III, e-file user’s click
here.
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Exercises

No. 1: The Full, In-Time Breath Warm-up
Style – How we take the breath and expel it either enhances or detracts from how the note is
started, sustained, and completed.

Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time – A full, in-time breath is the habit required for
supporting great tone in-tune; breathing in-time creates the beginnings of unified ensemble
time and starting exactly together in a group.

Unifying – If everyone breathes the same way, the likelihood of playing and staying together is
increased exponentially.

Balance – Although balance is not a critical aspect of this exercise it should always be a
consideration with every note performed.

Blend – Again, although blend is not a critical aspect of this exercise it should always be a
consideration with every note performed.

I is for Purpose – It is important to always breathe with intent. Our hope is that these breathing
tenets will be automatized.

Emotion – Once again, although emotion is not a seminal aspect of this exercise, unifying breathing
fundamentals will facilitate the creation of emotion.

MUSICAL TRIAGE (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
Individual Triage
 Is it a lung-filling breath; am I pushing the stomach out to create more lung space; am I careful
not to stop the air in my throat between the inhale and the exhale; am I supporting the exhale
with a strong sternum muscle; are my shoulders staying uninvolved; am I articulating the
beginning of the note the same way as everyone else or is my tongue stopping the air; am I
breathing exactly in tempo starting on time and exhaling on time; am I taking my “re-take”
breath in-time and on-time; is my re-take breath as full as my initial breath; what do I need to
do better; how will I transfer this to other music I am performing?
Ensemble Triage
 Is my section breathing exactly the same way and at the same time; are we in sync with the
rest of the ensemble; are there sections that I can hear that breathe either before or after my
section; are we all articulating the beginning of the first note the same way; can I hear when
others take a “re-take” breath because they are not doing it well; what do we need to do as a
section and as an ensemble to improve, how does this transfer to other music we are
performing?
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Full, In-time Breath Warm-up: Notions
Notion 1. It is essential to breathe in and out in one uninterrupted motion.
Notion 2. It is essential that this breath is in-tempo and takes up the entire beat prior to
articulating the entry note.
Notion 3. Remember to let the tummy expand on the intake to make more room for the lungs to
expand.
Notion 4. The “catch your breath” breath is an extended technique used for breaths taken after the
initial breath when subsequent notes are played and more breaths will be required. Take
a full, in-time breath and stay in the rhythm.
Notion 5. The staggered breath is another extended technique used to ensure no breaks in the
phrase during or after long notes — choose a person to go first on any given long note
and then breathe in sequence, sneaking back in.

Full, In-time Breath Warm-up: Exercises
Exercise 1
1. Instruct students to “Always take a FULL, IN-TIME breath.” Ask them to repeat that out loud.
2. Demonstrate what you want to hear and show them with your hands. Please refer to video (click
above video icon).
 Be sure to breathe properly yourself while you are demonstrating.
 Be sure to count off (start in 4) to unify the “in-time” breath and to ensure they are
breathing through the entire last beat before they exhale.






Visually demonstrate how the tummy expands while breathing in.
Visually demonstrate how the intake immediately transitions to the exhale.
Exaggerate HOHTOH, getting a big “O” sound as you breathe and sustaining the exhale.
Next, ask everyone breathe with you, then without you, being sure their sound matches
yours and that they are not stopping the air (it must not sound like “HuT - TTTooiee.”)
Once mastered, encourage the noisy breath to disappear.

Continue to next page
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No. 1: The Full, In-Time Breath Warm-up (cont’d)
Exercise 2
1. When students have automatized Exercise 1, add the “sneak-in” breath by only denting the air
on the exhalation, using either a “d” or a “y” tongue motion instead of a “t”.
2. Once students understand the concept of the full, in-time breath and can regularly execute it
correctly using the “d”, “y” and “t” exhale, move to the next level:
 Add the slow tempo “upbeat” breath, which we call the “ann” breath. Make sure that
the appropriate elements are being executed (tummy expansion, full, in-time breath, no
break between inhale and exhale, correct sound of the breath).
 This upbeat, or “ann” breath, is the same as the full, in-time breath except executed
through the upbeat only for very slow tempos when a full beat breath is too long to
maintain tempo.
3. To rehearse this, count off in a slow tempo by saying 1-ann, 2-ann, 3-ann, 4-ann asking them
to breathe on the ann of 4. Be sure to count properly yourself filling the entire beat with
sound and connecting each beat without silence between beats. This is psychologically
essential to ensure excellent tempo maintenance.

Exercise 3
1. The “catch your breath” breath: Introduce this concept as soon as students understand and
can execute the first two exercises consistently. This breath technique is the same as the
“ann” breath used at a slow tempo, except that now they are executing it at fast tempi.
 As in Exercise 2, count off, breathing on the “ann” of 4.
 Emphasize a full, in-time breath and listen for it.
 Listen to ensure that they are not “stopping” the breath – it must not sound like
“Hut - TTTooiee.”
2. Once students have mastered all the above, try it with instruments. Keep going back and forth
between with instruments and without instruments until you get the consistency
you desire.
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No. 2: The Steady Stream of Air – Quick-Twitch Warm-up
Style – Maintaining a steady stream of air is essential. We must be vigilant to ensure students do
not breathe between each note or automatically after a long note as that will negatively
affect articulations.

Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time – A steady stream of air supports each note and
maintains good tone and intonation; breathing with proper technique In-time is critical to
staying On-time; breathing should never affect tempo; the tip of the tongue must be
properly used in “t,” “d,” or “y” to maintain tempo as well.

Unifying – If everyone is breathing and using the tongue in the same way, the likelihood of playing
and staying together is increased exponentially.

Balance – Balance is not a specific aspect of this exercise, but should always be a consideration.
Blend – If notes sag in pitch or intensity due to random breathing, the ensemble sound is not
supported in a blended way. Certain notes or colors will stick out as well.

I is for Purpose – Supporting tone with proper air and tonguing technique is foundational to
successful phrasing and intensity.

Emotion – Once the intent of each note has been shared and agreed upon, emotion is created by
“starting with the goal in mind” and supporting that journey with a steady air stream.

MUSICAL TRIAGE (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
Individual Triage
 Am I maintaining a steady stream of air always; can I articulate all the different articulations
required to execute the variety of styles I must be able to play (t, y); am I maintaining tempo
because I am breathing properly; did I breathe after any long notes; what do I need to do
better; how will I transfer this to other music I am performing?
Ensemble Triage
 Are we all in-time and on-time; is the sound of our articulations unified; are any sections or
individuals breathing after long notes; are there sections of the ensemble that need more
work to better unify; what do we need to do as a section and as an ensemble to improve; how
does this transfer to other music we are performing?
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Steady Stream of Air – Quick-Twitch Warm-up: Notions

Notion 1.
Notion 2.
Notion 3.
Notion 4.

A wind player must always maintain a steady stream of air and a steady tempo.
Articulations must never affect tempo.
The tongue has quick twitch muscles at the tip that we can train to work even faster.
The tongue must be trained to create “t’s”, “d’s” and “y’s” to dent the
air to maintain a steady tempo.
Notion 5. The “t” articulation remains on the downbeat, with subsequent notes moving to “d” and
then “y” as the tempo increases.
Notion 6. Before executing the quick twitch exercises, it will be important to teach how to count
the rhythms out loud (do not show the rhythms yet – sound before symbol). Teach the
various within-beat subdivisions:

b, t, x, c, v.
Notion 7. Remember when counting out loud to do it properly yourself. Fill the entire beat with
sound and connect each beat without a silence between beats.
Notion 8. Remember to never, ever, ever, breathe after a long note UNLESS we all decide to do so.
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Steady Stream of Air – Quick-Twitch Warm-up: Exercises
Exercise 1
1. To introduce counting within-beat rhythms, start by choosing one of the lines on the adjacent
page and set a manageable tempo. Ask students to count the rhythms out loud being sure to
fill the entire beat with sound. When you believe it is unified, “rinse” and repeat.
2. Divide the ensemble into two groups by counting off in 1’s and 2’s. Ask group 1 count out loud
while group 2 plays. When unified, reverse groups. When you are satisfied, ask everyone to
perform together. Rehearse until you are pleased. Select another line; “rinse” and repeat.
3. As technique and confidence improve, increase the tempo.
4. Be sure to instruct students to breathe as required, but never after a long note.

Exercise 2
1. Start with Within Beat Rhythm #1 (adjacent page) using a gentle “t” to articulate both e
notes. Once this is mastered, increase tempo, articulating the second e note with a “d”. As
the tempo increases even more, change the second e note articulation to a “y”.
2. Move to Within Beat Rhythm #2. Again, start by using a gentle “t” to articulate all three e
notes. Ensure students have mastered counting an event rhythm and are not executing an
i rhythm. Increase the tempo, using a “t” for the first and “d” for the second and third e
notes. When this is mastered, play it faster yet again, using a “t” for the first followed by a “y”
for the second and third.
3. We do not recommend ever using the “t” for non-downbeat note rhythms beyond triplets as
it causes musicians to slow the tempo.
4. Next, move to x notes using the same sequence as above with the use of “t”, “d”, and “y”.
Then move to c, v, and m.
5. Throughout the process, remind students to connect the steady stream breathing concepts
with quick-twitch tonguing and counting. Ensure they never stop the air or slow the tempo.
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No. 2: The Steady Stream of Air Quick-Twitch Warm-up, (cont’d)

1. [bbbb\ bbbb \w]
1 ann -> 2 ann -> 3 ann -> 4 ann - - > 1 ann -> 2 ann -> 3 ann -> 4 ann - - > 1 2 3 4 --> No Breath
(N.B.)

2. [tttt\w]
1 pa ta -> 2 pa ta -> 3 pa ta -> 4 pa ta - - > 1 2 3 4 - -> N.B.

3. [xxxx\w]
1eanna -> 2eanna -> 3eanna -> 4eanna- -> 1 2 3 4 - -> N.B.

4. [cccc\w]
5 4 3 2 1 -> 5 4 3 2 1 -> 5 4 3 2 1 -> 5 4 3 2 1 - - > 1 2 3 4 - -> N.B.

5. [v v v v \w]
1pataAnnpata->2pataAnnpata->3pataAnnpata->4pataAnnpata- > 1 2 3 4 - -> N.B.

6. [m m m m \w]
1eannaAnnieanna->2eannaAnnieanna->3eannaAnnieanna->4eannaAnnieanna - > 1 2 3 4 - -> N.B.
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No. 3: The Agogic and In-Time ---> On-Time Warm-up
Style – This exercise illustrates the importance of weighted notes within each measure, thus
affecting the style of each note played.

Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time – Agogic weighting vastly improves in-time, on-time
aspect of executing and unifying.

Unifying – Unifying the exact weight and style of important beats is the essence of this exercise.
Balance – Balancing weighted notes so some instruments do not stick out is critical.
Blend – Unifying how notes are weighted also affects blend.
I is for Purpose – The intent of each note now becomes more important as weight consideration is
automatized.

Emotion – Emphasizing specific notes changes the emotional intent.
MUSICAL TRIAGE (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
Individual Triage
 Am I consistent in identifying and executing weighted notes; have I unified my approach with
the rest of my section (blend); am I weighting notes in a way that supports the musical intent;
is my weighting style consistent with the ensemble (blend and balance); am I able to maintain
tempo; what do I need to do better; how will I transfer this to other music I am performing?
Ensemble Triage
 Is my section consistent with the rest of the ensemble; is the ensemble weighting consistent
with the intent; what do we need to do as a section and as an ensemble to improve; how does
this transfer to other music we are performing?
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Agogic and In-time ---> On-time Warm-up: Notions

Notion 1. By placing an agogic (weighted) emphasis on certain notes or beats the performer is
developing an understanding that each note has a “purpose” within the measure and
then, subsequently, the phrase. Traditionally in 4 time the strong beat is 1 with a
secondary emphasis on 3.
Notion 2. The agogic emphasis also makes it easier to stay unified in-time. It is the equivalent to
reading a word rather than each letter of the word and reading a sentence instead of
reading word for word without emphasis.
Notion 3. By increasing the tempo to a point beyond what the student can execute we reinforce
that being on-time to the next beat is more important than playing all the notes (“intime”). In this way, the ensemble is not stalled or stopped while students who cannot
quite execute notes or rhythms develop those abilities. Initially, the weighted note
becomes the target note to maintain the tempo.
Notion 4. Reinforcing the relationships between successive agogic emphasized notes leads to a
deeper understanding of how individual notes build a phrase which then leads to the
emotional intent.
Notion 5. Repetition of the pattern just under the tempo that is too fast is excellent for developing
automaticity such that attention can be focused on intent.
Notion 6. Using the agogic emphasis during the warm-up is an advanced organizer for transferring
its use in understanding the style and intent of any type of music.

Agogic and In-time ---> On-time Warm-up: Exercise
Exercise 1
1. Using the first within-beat rhythm exercise from Warm-up No. 2, choose a tempo that is
impossibly fast such that students could not possibly play every note in the pattern.
 As students play all the notes in the within-beat rhythmic pattern, ask them to
emphasize the weighted beats. This will reinforce “In-time--->On-time.”
 Try a variety of the within-beat rhythms one at a time until you are confident that
improvement has occurred. As soon as two rhythms are mastered begin combining
them. Ensure the purpose of “agogic emphasis” and “in-time, on-time” is front of mind
always.
2. Listen for, and reinforce all the appropriate techniques discussed thus far.
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No. 4: The Scale Modes Warm-up
Style –This exercise allows us to slowly work our way up the scale so bad habits are not created.
Maintaining style while playing in extended ranges is essential.

Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time – Taking a full, in-time breath is essential, whether it is
a full-beat breath, a sneak-in breath, or a “catch your breath” breath. This will maintain
good tone and time.

Unifying – Here, we are working to automatize breathing and unifying the style using the “t”, “d”,
and “y”.

Balance – As the ensemble unifies its’ performance of the exercise, add more tasks such as changing
volume levels. Listen for balance as the tessitura changes.

Blend – Again, as the ensemble unifies its’ performance, add more tasks such as changing the
intent of the emotion, volume levels, or styles. Listen for section and ensemble blend.

I is for Purpose – Even in an exercise we must “make music” – every note has intent that leads to
emotion. Consider adding intensity and direction to this exercise as the ensemble improves.

Emotion – Perform this exercise with a variety of intentions. Consider performing it creating
different emotional intents (i.e. happy, sad, angry, calm, quietly intense, etc.) and at a
variety of volume levels, with crescendi /decrescendi, terraced dynamics, etc.

MUSICAL TRIAGE (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
Individual Triage
 Am I taking a full, in-time breath; am I not breathing after long notes; am I taking a full, in-time
re-take breath; am I doing it like the rest of my section; am I maintaining the “t, d, y”
throughout each exercise; am I maintaining tempo even when some notes are harder (i.e.
clarinet break or difficult fingerings); what do I need to do better; how will I transfer this to
other music I am performing?
Ensemble Triage
 Is my section unified within; is my section unified with the rest of the ensemble; are we
maintaining tempo; are we maintaining consistent style in low notes as well as high notes; are
we staying in tune; are we blending and balancing at each step of the way; what do we need
to do as a section and as an ensemble to improve; how does this transfer to other music we
are performing?
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Scale Modes Warm-up: Notions
Notion 1. Students will learn new keys starting on each note of the scale, strengthening
the ability to “stay” in a key regardless of the starting note. Particularly, listen for the 3rd
and 7th.
Notion 2. The repetitive nature of the exercise supports automatizing the scale.
Notion 3. By teaching students (particularly brass) to warm-up towards higher notes more slowly,
the risk of creating bad embouchure habits due to not properly using air is reduced.
Notion 4. Students begin to learn modes.
Notion 5. This exercise reinforces
a) not breathing after a long note
b) quick-twitch development
c) agogic emphasis
d) in-time and on-time

Scale Modes Warm-up: Exercise
Exercise 1
1. Start this exercise in B flat Concert major.
 Demonstrate the entire pattern using solfege or numbers.
 Be sure that you, yourself, do not breathe after a long note.
 Start in a slow tempo.
 Reinforce “quick-twitch” technique, no breath (N.B.) after long notes, and the “catch
your breath” breath.
 Steadily increase the tempo as students become more comfortable and can execute the
exercise.
2. When students can successfully execute this exercise in B flat concert major, perform in other
keys as determined by the repertoire you are rehearsing.

3. This is a particularly useful exercise for building mallet technique as well.
4. For this exercise start at a slow enough tempo to allow the performers to use a gentle “t” for
all the e notes. As you increase the tempo move to using a gentle “t” for the first and “d” for
the second, eventually moving to a “y” for the second e note at the fastest tempo.
5. At some point, it will be best to play the notes as x using the “t” for the first pitch of every
four following with a “d” and then “y” tongue for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th pitches.
Continue to next page
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No. 4: The Scale Modes Warm-up (cont’d)
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No. 4: The Scale Modes Warm-up (cont’d)
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No. 5: The 5 Basic Styles Warm-up
Style – You can choose which style (articulation) and key to use as the basis for this exercise. Start
slowly to allow perfect execution of the three parts of each note. We cannot overemphasize how meticulous you must be to ensure that every student produces exactly the
same note style. Close enough is not good enough.

Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time – Breathing becomes an issue for tone, tune, and time
if musicians breathe after long notes or do not take enough air.

Unifying – Meticulously listening for matching of the style, breathing, balance, blend, and intent
will improve the ensemble sound.

Balance – Once the ensemble begins to unify its’ performance of the exercise, add more tasks such
as changing volume levels. Listen for balance as the tessitura changes.

Blend – Again, as the ensemble begins to unify its’ performance, add more tasks such as changing
the intent of the emotion, volume levels, or styles. Listen for precision of section and
ensemble blend throughout.

I is for Purpose – Even in an exercise we must “make music” – in other words, every note has intent
that leads to emotion. Consider adding intensity and direction to this exercise as the
ensemble improves.

Emotion – Use this exercise with a variety of intentions. Ask students to experiment with different
style notes to create a variety of emotional intents.

MUSICAL TRIAGE
Individual Triage (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
 Do I understand the elements of each of the 5 styles; can I execute the three parts of the note
for each style; can I mix and match the styles; am I matching the rest of my section; am I
maintaining the style throughout each exercise; am I maintaining tempo even when some
notes are harder (i.e. clarinet break or difficult fingerings); what do I need to do better; how
will I transfer this to other music I am performing?
Ensemble Triage
 Is my section unified within; is my section unified with the rest of the ensemble; are we
maintaining tempo; are we maintaining consistent style in low notes as well as high notes;
what do we need to do as a section and as an ensemble to improve; how does this transfer to
other music we are performing?
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5 Basic Styles Warm-up: Notions
Notion 1. Hard copy users refer to Appendix IV, e-file users click here for description of the five
styles (Unifying Note Styles).
Notion 2. By isolating the five styles they can each be automatized and “unified”.
Notion 3. After the five styles are automatized they can be mixed and matched in sequence to
develop consistency and unity.

5 Basic Styles Warm-up: Exercise
Exercise 1
1. Ask students to give someone a high-five. Then ask them to say “There are FIVE basic styles of
notes” while giving the high five when they say the word “five.” Ask them to do it on their own
again, and then choose another person near them and do it again.
2. Introduce the five styles (post them on the board from Appendix IV or e-file). We recommend
teaching them in the following order: Default, Agogic, Staccato, Tenuto/Legato, and Marcato.
We encourage you to hold off on teaching the Marcato until the other four styles are solidly
within the grasp of the musicians.
3. Beginning with default style, repeat a Bb concert note, addressing issues of the three parts of
the note until it is unified. Listening meticulously to ensure that every student is performing it
the same way.
4. When satisfied, do the exercise in 4 using the first five notes of the Bb concert major scale,
repeating each pitch four times. Stop at the fifth and go back down as you do not wish for
tessitura to be an issue at this stage.
5. When students can execute the default style exercise three times in a row unified and to your
satisfaction, move to the next style. This may take place over a few sessions.

Exercise 2
1. When you are satisfied that all five styles are mastered or even automatized, try each style
using the Scale Modes Warm-up.

Exercise 3
1. Go back to the four notes per pitch exercise and mix and match the styles.
2. Mix and match styles on the Scale Modes Warm-up. Feel free to reduce the tempo, as some
combinations are harder than others.
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No. 6: The 3-Peat Tune-up Warm-up
Style – It is critical to the exercise that students have mastered controlling each of the three parts
of the note – the beginning, the middle, and the end; each aspect has the potential to
positively or negatively affect matching pitch to others.

Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time – As this exercise is mostly about pitch and matching
individual notes, creating a characteristic tone is essential. Students will need help with
understanding the mechanical issues of adjusting pitch (i.e. breath, embouchure, tongue
placement). They will also need help to reinforce whether they “got it”. Do not assume they
understand.

Unifying – In this exercise, this means matching the pitch.
Balance – As individuals improve and become more confident with their own sense of pitch, they
will get better at playing within the sound around them.

Blend – As the individual musicians improve at blending the sound with others in their section and
eventually the rest of the ensemble, intonation will also improve.

I is for Purpose – The purpose of this exercise is to help the student not only improve listening for
pitch, but to get to know the idiosyncrasies of their instrument family as well as their
personal instrument.

Emotion – Every performer must be passionate and committed to playing in tune.
MUSICAL TRIAGE (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
Individual Triage
 Did I sing the pitch at first with a good sound; did I create the best tone I could on the three
short notes on my instrument; did I use a good strategy if I was not sure (start by making the
instrument longer first and then slowly shortening it until I believed I was in tune); do I
generally hear flat or sharp; what do I need to do better; how will I transfer this to other music
I am performing?
Ensemble Triage
 Is my section in tune; is there a section in the ensemble that is playing too loudly so I cannot
hear well; is there another section that is particularly out of tune; what do we need to do as a
section and as an ensemble to improve; how does this transfer to other music we are
performing?
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3-Peat Tune-up Warm-up: Notions
Notion 1. When tuning, young students often do not adjust their instruments to tune. Instead, they
hold a long note and adjust their embouchure, air, or posture, etc. without even knowing
that they are doing so.
Notion 2. Most people hear flat easier than hearing sharp, so, if a person does not know if they are
flat or sharp tell them to always make the instrument longer. Once they have adjusted the
length of the instrument, they should sing the note again and then play the three short
notes once more and listen again.
Notion 3. Remind students that just because one note is in tune now does not mean it will always be
in tune. Further, just because one note is in tune does not mean all notes are in tune
(learn the idiosyncrasies).

3-Peat Tune-up Warm-up: Exercise
Exercise 1
1. For optimal results, it is best that prior to beginning the exercise that each student use a tuner
to get “close” on the pitches of Bb, F, and A. This reinforces to students that you are holding
them responsible for playing in tune. Then put the tuners away so tuning becomes about
listening rather than watching.
2. Choose your tuning note and ask students to first sing the pitch and then play three short
notes at mf with their best sound (all three parts of the note – TOH). Direct them to ask
themselves if that note is “good, flat, sharp, or I do not know.”
 Ask students to make the adjustments they believe will improve their tuning. Then they
should individually sing the pitch again and repeat the three short notes.
 Once they feel they are in tune they should hold the note, helping others to hear more
in-tune notes on which to base their choices.
 You will need to check-in to reinforce that they have adjusted properly. Do this quickly
“down the line”—USE YOUR EARS—NOT A TUNER! If you are not sure, call it sharp just
as you have asked students to do. If you are wrong, you will know immediately that you
missed it. This is not a big deal.
3. A strategy to check quickly is to tune by sections. Start with the section you are most
comfortable with to establish your own sense of the pitch. You will hear the instruments/
students who are out of tune more easily since most are likely to be in tune. When you start
to lose your own reference pitch check with a tuning fork or tuner and sing the pitch again
yourself.
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No. 7: The Crescendo Warm-up
Style – Volume should never affect style; performers must be able to enter a niente for best result.
Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time – Volume should never affect tone (i.e. if the tone
changes because you are not supporting a quiet volume or if you are overblowing); it is
essential to time the volume change dependent upon the instrument (i.e. lows first and
highs last during a crescendo).

Unifying – The color of the ensemble sound should not be affected by the volume or tessitura.
Balance – Maintaining the same ensemble balance, blend, and color no matter where the
ensemble is on “the curve” of the volume change is essential.

Blend – Tessitura is generally the issue when listening across the ensemble during volume
changes – work on these at various ranges on the instruments.

I is for Purpose – The intent of any volume change is not about volume – it is about the intensity of
the sound at different volumes. The truly artistic crescendo or decrescendo is about
intensifying or relaxing – not just getting louder or softer.

Emotion – Once individuals and the ensemble understand the intent of the volume change then
the emotional intent will be enhanced.

MUSICAL TRIAGE (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
Individual Triage
 Do I understand my role (or my instrument’s role) within the ensemble during the volume
change; do I understand the musical intent of the volume change; am I performing “within the
sound” of my section; am I able to perform the volume changes at any tessitura or range;
what do I need to do better; how will I transfer this to other music I am performing?
Ensemble Triage
 Is my section performing “within the sound” of the ensemble in the best way to support the
musical intent of the volume change; what do we need to do as a section and as an ensemble
to improve; how does this transfer to other music we are performing?
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Crescendo Warm-up: Notions
Notion 1. Hard copy users refer to The Anatomy of Default Crescendo/Decrescendo in Appendix V
or click here for the e-file version.
Notion 2. All crescendi start by decreasing the volume at the beginning of the crescendo
(recalibrate). Start with the lowest pitched and quietest notes increasing volume
immediately; then move to the middle sounds; then to high sounds; finish with the most
penetrating sounding instruments only at the very end of the crescendo.
Notion 3. The decrescendo is a reverse of the crescendo, maintaining the low sound at the full
volume (whatever that might be at the moment) until the highs and middles have ebbed.
Notion 4. Everyone will quickly hear when a high note inappropriately comes in prior to a low
sound being evident to support it. It will also be immediately apparent who still requires
work on their full, in-time breath and denting the air technique.
Notion 5. Range and tessitura affect crescendi and de crescendi. Thus, you will need to work on
them in different ranges. The listener should never hear any stress as we move up or
down in pitch beyond our comfort zone.

Crescendo Warm-up: Exercises
EXERCISE 1
1. Ask band members to take a full, in-time breath and “sneak” in (from a niente – nothing) on an
F concert note or your favorite unison note.
2. Listen for the balance and denting of the air as the note begins.
3. Repeat until you and the band members are satisfied with the balance and style of the entrance
at the beginning of the crescendo.
4. Try the same exercise moving up or down in pitch, listening for problems and stress.

EXERCISE 2
1. “Sneak” in on the F concert note or your favorite unison note and execute the four types of
crescendi and decrescendi over various lengths of time.
2. Repeat Exercise 2.1. starting on another note. Be aware of volume and balance as the tessitura
changes. Experiment with different ranges and pitches knowing that the farther away you get
from their “comfort zone” the harder these exercises become.

EXERCISE 3
1. Combine each of the four types of crescendi and decrescendi with the 5 Basic Styles Warmup.
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No. 8: The Basic Chord Tuning and Balance Warm-up
Style – Performing with proper tone (middle part of the note regarding style) is critical to this
exercise.

Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time – Maintaining a characteristic sound is essential to the
success of this exercise.

Unifying – Tuning must be automatized. Each person must have a complete understanding of their
role within a tuned ensemble sound. It only takes one person make the entire ensemble
sound out of tune.

Balance – Balance affects tuning. When tuning a chord, it is essential that the role of each note
within the chord is understood.

Blend – Each chord tone must have its own blend within the larger blend of the whole chord.
Isolate each tone to accomplish this.

I is for Purpose – The intent or purpose of each chord tone must be understood and the execution
of that understanding must become automatized.

Emotion – Every performer must be passionate and committed to playing in tune and executing
their role within the chord.

MUSICAL TRIAGE (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
Individual Triage
 Do I understand the role of each note of the chord; do I understand the balance issues
required; do I understand the blend issues required; can I execute (and hear) the required
pitch adjustments determined by the chord tone; can I execute my role at low, medium, and
high tessituras; what do I need to do better; how will I transfer this to other music I am
performing?
Ensemble Triage
 What do we need to do as a section and as an ensemble to improve; how does this transfer to
other music we are performing?
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Basic Chord Tuning and Balance Warm-up: Notions

Notion 1. Each player must understand and can execute the 3-Peat unison tuning technique
(Warm-up No. 6) and thus, be relatively in tune prior to attempting to tune a chord.
Notion 2. Good chord intonation requires understanding the role of each chord tone: the root —
“stay down”; the third — “stay low”; the fifth — “raise it up”. FYI – it is generally the fifth
being low that makes a chord sound out of tune more than the third being off.
Notion 3. The required balance (think pyramid) is achieved by playing within the sound of the
chord.
Notion 4: Each chord tone must be blended.

Basic Chord Tuning and Balance Warm-up: Exercises
EXERCISE 1
1. Divide your band into three groups: A, B, C.
 Group A represents 2/3 of the band. It is comprised of all low brass, low woodwinds,
percussion, and all those students who do not generally play first part.
 Group B represents your 7–10 second chair players (more for larger bands). It should be
roughly twice as many as are in group C.
 Group C represents your best 3–5 players (more for larger bands) and should include
high, medium, and low instruments.
 Ask each group to raise their hands to ensure you have a good mix.
2. Begin the exercise:
 Group A begins on the root of the B flat major chord, Group B begins on the major third,
Group C begins on the fifth.
 Play the chord and it will, perhaps surprisingly, be balanced.
3. Once the chord is established explain the principles of the roles of each chord tone.
 Remove Group B to tune (open) the fifth. Once it is in tune, add Group B back in. The
chord will be better in tune.
 Once you have established a well-balanced and in-tune chord, signal to Group B to move
down a half-step to create a minor chord. The chord will most likely be out of tune again
because the fifth will drop as the third moves down. Take out Group B and re-establish
the fifth in tune and then add Group B back in. The chord will once again be in tune.
Once this is accomplished you can repeat this portion of the exercise dropping the third
and raising it back up while maintaining the open fifth.
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No. 8: The Basic Chord Tuning and Balance Warm-up (cont’d)
EXERCISE 2
1. Isolate each chord tone, starting with Group C (the fifth).



Ask Group C to play and attempt to unify their blend.
Ask the rest of the band members to weigh in on if they are hearing a blended sound or
individuals.
 Ask everyone to offer solutions (triage) if the sound is not blended.
2. Repeat the above with Group B.
3. Repeat the above with Group A.
4. Go back to Exercise 1 with this new knowledge.

EXERCISE 3
1. Play the chord again and rotate parts in the following fashion (using numbers or solfege):
 Group A rotates 1–3–5/do-mi-sol then back to 1/do; Group B rotates 3–5/mi-sol down
to 1/do – back to 3/mi; Group C rotates 5/sol – down to 1–3–5/do-mi-so.
2. Listen carefully. You and the students will notice that you mostly hear whatever chord tone
Group A is playing. Remind them that the pyramid of sound must be maintained. Ask them
what must happen to do that (e.g. Group A quieter on 1–3/mi-sol, Groups B and C stronger on
do, etc.).
3. Before repeating the rotation, remind students that balance is critical to intonation. If 3/mi is
the dominant sound, it plays the role of the root of the chord and then the 5/sol sounds like
the third. Remind students that the 3/mi must be lower and the 5/sol must be higher.
4. Repeat the rotation. Do not move to the next chord tone until you get the balance you desire
(Group C must project more when on the root and Group A must be “vewy, vewy, quiet
because weayuh hunting wabbitts!”). This will be particularly problematic when Group A gets
to the 5/ sol. Work it until students understand their roles and you are satisfied.

EXERCISE 4
1. Walking the Chord:
 Move the entire chord up or down by half steps to demonstrate that every chord has its
own issues.
 Rotate the new chords as in Exercise 3.1.
 Try moving the third between major and minor on each new chord.
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No. 9: The Intent and Emotion Warm-up (Soft Kitty)
Style – The style of each note played dictates intent.
Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time – Continue to maintain good fundamentals. However,
creating emotion often requires adjusting the tempo which creates a new challenge to
staying in-time/on-time.

Unifying – It is critically important that the ensemble has a unified approach to all the
fundamentals and is able to apply them to the intent and emotional development.

Balance – Continue to always be aware of balance.
Blend – Continue to always be aware of blend.
I is for Purpose – Why is it important to learn the notes of a scale? Here, scale tones are recognized
for their role in creating melody, intent, and emotion. Value and transfer!

Emotion – Using a simple song that everyone can play by memory is a perfect application of the
fundamentals leading to emotional intent.

MUSICAL TRIAGE (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
Individual Triage
 Do I understand the application of the notes of a scale to the concept of melody, intent, and
emotion; can I execute a variety of styles to create musical intent; what do I need to do better;
how will I transfer this to other music I am performing?
Ensemble Triage
 What do we need to do as a section and as an ensemble to improve and make music; how
does this transfer to other music we are performing?
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Intent and Emotion Warm-up: Notions
Notion 1. We often do not teach the “scale tone” relationship within a key signature. In other
words, we teach scales without giving them any musical context.
Notion 2. By indicating the scale tone without written notation in front of the student and then
mixing up the order, the student builds an understanding of scale tone relationships.
Listening is improved when students are not “locked in” to the visual of a note head. This
allows them to be involved in creating their own understanding of intent and emotion.

Intent and Emotion Warm-up: Exercise
EXERCISE 1
1. Choose a song that your students will know that uses only the first five notes of a major scale
(1–5/do–sol), such as Soft Kitty from the television show Big Bang Theory or Mary Had A Little
Lamb.
2. Ask students to play the note you indicate (using numbers or hand signs).
 Start by going up and down the 5-note scale.
 Choose random notes with varying note lengths. The order at this point is unimportant if
they are learning to respond without hesitation.
 Once they are comfortable following you begin to slowly morph into the song you have
selected. DO NOT DO IT IN TIME. This is so do not associate the rhythm of the song with
the pitches they are performing.
 Once you have completed performing the pitches of the song, ask them to raise their
hands and tell you what they heard. If no one identifies the song, try it again, still using
random note lengths. If they still do not get it, repeat it, but this time “in-time.”
 Once identified, ask them to sing it with you using numbers/solfege.
3. Ask them to play it again as if they are singing it instead of just thinking of the scale tones.
 Offer to them that “every note they perform must have intent.” Soft Kitty or whatever
song you chose is only notes until it is performed with intent.
 Go back and unify the intent until you are satisfied.
4. Next, ask students to change the intent. Ask them how else they could perform it. Help them
if you need to: suggest happy, sad, angry, seething, bad kitty, stinky lambie, etc.
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No. 10: The Create Your Own Value and Transfer Warm-up
Style – Ask students to create an exercise that demonstrates their understanding and ability to
execute all styles to create emotion.

Tone, in-Tune; - - - - - in-Time, on-Time - Ask students to create an exercise that demonstrates
their understanding and ability to execute excellent tone, in-tune, in-time and on-time. This
will most likely result in at least four different exercises.

Unifying - Ask students to create an exercise that demonstrates their understanding and ability to
execute what it means to unify.

Balance - Ask students to create an exercise that demonstrates their understanding and ability to
execute balance.

Blend - Ask students to create an exercise that demonstrates their understanding and ability to
execute blend.

I is for Purpose - Ask students to create an exercise that demonstrates their understanding and
ability to execute the intent of every note. Then, ask them to transfer this concept to
another piece of music that they are performing.

Emotion - Ask students to create an exercise that demonstrates their understanding and ability to
execute all the fundamentals that will contribute to creating beautiful music. Then, ask them
to transfer this concept to another piece of music that they are performing.

MUSICAL TRIAGE (sample prompts to encourage student engagement)
Individual Triage
 Do I get it? Do I understand the importance of every fundamentals? Do I understand

S.T.U.B.B.I.E.? Can I use it effectively as an organizer for doing musical triage; what
do I need to do better; how will I transfer this to other music I am performing?
Ensemble Triage
 Has everyone in the ensemble committed to learning the importance of

S.T.U.B.B.I.E.; can I help others to get certain concepts that I really “own”; what do
we need to do as a section and as an ensemble to improve; how does this transfer to other
music we are performing?
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Create Your Own Value and Transfer Warm-up: Notions

Notion 1. By now, you and each member of the band, have a good grasp of what the ensemble and
the individuals understand and can execute. Use this knowledge to combine concepts and
skills to execute these combinations of ideas in new settings “without thinking” (value and
transfer).
Notion 2. By combining already automatized concepts and skills you create new skills that can then
be transferred to the repertoire they will be reading, learning, and interpreting.
Notion 3. Encourage your students to invent ways of combining the warm-ups to address their own
specific challenges. This will encourage ownership and engagement, leading them to value
and transfer the notions on their own.

Create Your Own Value and Transfer Warm-up: Exercise
EXERCISE 1
1. You now have many ways to build technique, automaticity, ownership, and engagement within
the ensemble. Be creative to “triage” the ensemble’s most immediate challenges. Ask the
students to engage in this triage process. Combine and create exercises in a variety of ways to
resolve the issues you and your students have identified.

EXERCISE 2
1. Videotape the exercises you and your students created in Exercise 1 and assess how effectively
you have addressed and resolved the identified issues.

EXERCISE 3
1. Apply a STUBBIE concept to address a problem you are experiencing within a piece of music you
are performing and video-record it. Assess how effectively you have addressed and resolved
the identified issues.

EXERCISE 4
1. Send us a video clip of your solutions so we can share them with the world!
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I. FOUNDATIONAL PRINCIPLES AND TENETS
Principles and Tenets
Creating the Culture
TRUST IS ESSENTIAL
It is vital that everyone in the room believes that everyone else in the room “has their back”, both inside
and outside of the room. Without this fundamental understanding, it is difficult to be creative. If trust is
not established the dominant personality (“cool” kid or kids in the room) will often determine what is
acceptable to try and what is not. Therefore, building a sense of trust and support between and among
students and between students and the teacher is essential – trust is a two-way street. The teacher
must gain the trust of all students and in-turn, the teacher must trust the students. Congruently, all
students in the room must trust every other student in the room. They must never have to worry about
“not being cool” or being ridiculed for making mistakes or even for caring too much. It is the teacher’s
responsibility to ensure feelings of safety and belonging are present in the room. Once this culture is
created in the music room, students must be encouraged to transfer it to outside of the room. This then
becomes the true measure of whether everyone has each other’s backs.

EXTRINSIC TO INTRINSIC: Inspiring students to work inside and outside of the classroom
As humans, we all have various degrees of motivation, both intrinsic and extrinsic. To get students to
work outside of the classroom they must be somewhat intrinsically motivated. In other words, they
must value getting better at doing the things required to perform the music well and be willing to do
some work on their own. One aspect of this is to create an environment of trust in the room (as
discussed above), but additionally, the teacher must also set an expectation for students to solve many
of their own problems on their own time. One way to inspire students to move toward intrinsic
motivation is to never do the drill work on the music during class time. If students know that the teacher
will always “drill the music”, they will not be motivated to practice and prepare it outside of class.

Combining the Tenets
EMPLOY ALL THREE DOMAINS: (Cognitive, Affective and Psycho-motor)—Bloom Taxonomy
1. Isolate the skills in smaller units—Bloom Mastery
2. Emphasize larger units comprised of isolated details already introduced—Bloom Mastery
3. Avoid moving beyond the skill or skill set until a basic mastery is achieved—Bloom
Mastery
4. Use formative and summative assessment to ensure mastery—Bloom Mastery
5. Create formative and summative assessment approaches that create “value and transfer” of the
new skill or concept—Lonis/Haley Cognitive Conductor—Selected Resources
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6. Develop mastered skills or processes to the point of there being accomplished “without thinking”
—Bloom Automaticity
7. Consider the three phases of preparing a student for success (a. Seduction to the notion b. Drilling
the skill c. Creating new practice from previous knowledge and skill)—Bloom Talent Development
and Lonis/Haley Cognitive Conductor “Value and Transfer”
8. Hold students accountable for knowing what is expected of them—Lonis “Teaching for Value”
9. Use the “bizarreness effect” when teaching a new concept or skill. People tend to remember
things that are strange. Even by saying a word differently than expected can enhance the memory
of the word or the concept to which it is attached—Lonis “Teaching for Value”
10. Promote interaction over reaction—Lonis “Teaching for Value”
11. Promote “valuing above all else”—Lonis “Teaching for Value”
12. All children can learn if they are inspired—Bloom Mastery
13. DEGREE OF LEARNING = ____________Time Allowed and Perseverance___________
Aptitude and Quality of Instruction and Ability to Understand—Bloom
Mastery

PSYCHOLOGICAL AWARENESS APPLIED TO PEDAGOGY
1. “Musicians are often pleased, but seldom satisfied.” (LONIS) Sharing this very simple statement
allows you, the teacher, to constantly raise the bar without the student, in her/his mind asking
questions such as “Why is it never good enough?” Or thinking to themselves “I am obviously not
doing well if all my teacher ever says is that I am not good enough.” Stay positive!
2. “Music best starts and ends from silence.” (LONIS) Sharing this obvious, but oft overlooked,
notion with students creates a quieter learning environment when you need to share
information. It also induces the student to focus prior to and following playing or singing
3. Differentiated Learning Styles: consider the different ways students learn
a. Global or “Big Picture” —learn by seeing the “big picture”
b. Linear—learn through logic or by sequencing
c. Visual—learn by sight
d. Aural—learn by ear
e. Tactile—learn by touch
f. Kinesthetic—learn through movement
g. Introverts—learn by internalizing on a more private basis
h. Extroverts—learn by externalizing on a more group sharing basis
4. Build a Culture of Trust by building a sense that “everyone in the room has my back both inside
and outside of the room.” (LONIS)
5. Build Habits NOT just Routines. A routine is something we do without thinking and is useful.
What we want is to build habits that are based on good pedagogy, understanding, engagement,
value and transfer.
6. The nature of a rehearsal leads us to spend most of our time pointing out failure and how to
address it. Turn this into automatizing success—use the “3 levels of music learning—if you do it
once it is luck, twice is coincidence, a third time is the “MONEY!”
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7. Always remember that one shared human trait is that everyone is insecure. Thus, when you are
teaching consider any reaction or behavior you observe might be driven by this notion rather
than lack of caring or even belligerence.

Techniques
BREATHING TECHNIQUE









Always Take a Full, In-Time Breath. It is essential to breathe in and out in one uninterrupted
motion (without a “hitch” between the inhale and the exhale). In other words, breathe without
catching the breath in the throat for an instant just prior to articulating the entry note. It should
be one fluid action; not three (inhale, hold, and exhale). It is also essential that this breath takes
up the entire beat prior to articulating the entry note. However, if the tempo is very slow it makes
more sense to fill the entire second half of the beat (the “ann”) with the breath.
Maintaining a steady stream of air through every phrase supersedes all articulation indicated.
Most problems of matching style, pitch, and intent are the result of not maintaining the intensity
of the air through the phrase.
Fill every beat entirely with sound whether it is a note or a rest (whisper during the rest).
Never, ever, ever, breathe after a long note UNLESS we all decide to do so. This is, perhaps, the
most common mistake found in every young or underachieving musical ensemble. It happens in
warm-ups, drills, chorales, etc. and transfers directly to the performance and interpretation of the
music.
A Word about Percussion. Percussionists must learn to breathe together with their winds and
brasses counterparts. Therefore, include them in every exercise and regularly check and listen for
them to be breathing and performing “in-time.” If we breathe together, we play together.

ARTICULATION TECHNIQUE






Starting with a “T” and then denting the air. This is particularly important at fast tempi, but also
through fast rhythms. Most concerns in staying together are due to stopping the air with the
tongue. This slows the rhythm down and makes it difficult for the performer to stay “in-time” with
everyone else. This should be the basis for making music which then is altered only by
requirements of the music for specific effects or intent.
Quick-Twitch and Slow-Twitch. Embedded in the notion starting with a “T” and then denting the
air on the exhalation using a “t”, “d”, and “y” tongue motion is the idea that we can develop (and
must do so) what we call the “quick- twitch” muscles in the tongue. This can be practiced and
improved upon. In our early careers, we learned that we needed to work to be able to increase
the speed of our tonguing. The same notion applies here to learn how to dent the air. By denting
the air, we bend the pitch, and thus, it sounds like we have re-articulated the note.
Slow Music—Quick Articulation. Many encounter the problem of denting the air too slowly
between long or slow notes. The result is a sound something like “ahhh---ooo”” between notes
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because the denting of the air is so slow that it alters the pitch. It is important to ensure that even
though the pace of the note or music is slow our articulation speed is quick.

UNIFYING TEMPO TECHNIQUE


In-time ---> On-time. It is essential to stress this simple notion from the beginning of our musical
training. We must teach that in an ensemble it is more important to get to the next beat ON TIME
than it is to play every note or rhythm perfectly within any given beat. We like to introduce this by
having ensemble members say “in-time” while scooping their hand in a counter-clockwise motion
and then “karate chopping” the beat on the word “on” as they say “on-time.” Demonstrate it by
showing the beat continuing to move with your left-hand palm up moving from your right to left
and “chopping” your left hand with your right. You can demonstrate that if the “in-time” rhythms
cause a performer to be late to the next beat they have created a problem for the ensemble.

TONE AND TUNING TECHNIQUE






Tone In-Tune. It is critically important for everyone to play in tune with good tone. If this is
determined to be a major concern and it is not addressed, then no matter what else happens the
ensemble will never sound good.
3-peat Tuning Method. We suggest you teach students to tune by performing 3 short notes (Toh
Toh Toh) and listening to see if it matches the pitch around them/demonstrated for them. This is
opposed to the student simply holding a note while they listen and adjusting the pitch with
embouchure or air and not truly adjusting their instrument. The short notes do not give them
enough time to do that.
Most humans can hear if a note is flat easier than they can hear if it is sharp. Therefore, advise
them that if they are unsure, they should make their instrument longer first and then shorten it
slowly until it sounds “in-tune” to them. After they believe they are in tune, you should check it
with them to either concur or guide them to better listening. Repetition of this technique of
“trust-but-verify” will lead to confident, in-tune playing.

BALANCE TECHNIQUE




Volume as Intent. Often referred to as dynamics, we prefer to refer to it as “adjusting the volume
for musical intent.” It is a subtle difference, but we have found that when approaching it this way
students will apply volume with a purpose as opposed to simply playing or singing loud or soft.
These tend to be unmusical and when trying to play or sing softly the tone becomes unsupported.
Conversely, when playing or singing loudly the tone can become forced and out of tune.
Executing Volume. If p gets so “soft” that it is unsupported by air it has become unmusical.
Therefore, rather than defining p as soft, define p as quiet intensity and encourage the performer
to make it his/her best quiet sound. Conversely, f becomes the performer’s biggest and best full
sound. This avoids unmusical sounds at higher volume levels. Then, mf and mp both represent
mezzo or medium with intensity. Once those volume levels are understood and established pp,
ppp, ff, and fff become matters of increasing intensity and thus are manageable and far more
musical. What we generally get from musicians when they see fff is “blastissimo” or “shouting.”
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Conversely, pp often becomes “nothingissimo” or “wimpissimo.” The idea of “intensifying” the full
or quiet volumes avoids this.
Balancing Volume with Intent. Question: When is mf not mf? Answer: When it is not mf. What
this implies is that “volume” is relative to “balance.” In other words, it may indicate to the
performer to perform at a forte level, but if they are one of ten musicians performing that note, it
will be too loud and should therefore be executed as an “ensemble” forte, which is less than an
“individual” forte. Or, perhaps, if they are a soloist and it says piano, that will not be heard. It all
becomes relative to the intent and combination of other aspects of the context of the music.
Recalibrating. This is a notion once again founded on the premise that “volume is relative” and is
based on the intent of the marking as opposed to an absolute regarding decibels. Often in music,
the composer or editor will sequentially indicate an increase or decrease in the volume desired
such as mf, mp, p, pp, pp or the opposite mf, f, ff, fff. When this type of sequential growth or
diminishing of the volume is indicated, we teach musicians to “recalibrate” and execute the intent
by diminishing the actual volume and “intensifying” the notes and volume direction. Thus, the
music does not get out of control at the higher volume levels and does not disappear or lose
intensity at the lower volume levels.
Volume Should Never Affect Style. Often in performance, we hear a shift of the articulation style
of a note when the volume changes. When it is piano, articulations frequently become piano as
well, when instead, they need to maintain their style intensity. It becomes like whispering while
connecting the words with soft consonant sounds as opposed to enunciating clearly. In the upper
volume range the articulation often becomes larger than the tone of the note, and thus is
unmusical.
Comfort Zone Development. We must constantly work to extend our comfort zones up and down
from our best notes. Like seeing the mounting stress on a rubber band as it is stretched, the
listener can often hear the stress in the sound of the notes as we move beyond our comfort zone.
Explaining the difference between range (bottom note to top note) and tessitura (the best range
for a voice type or instrument) will help students understand this concept. We must continually
work to increase our ability to sound confident and relaxed in all ranges.
Interpreting the Four Types of Crescendi. There are four basic types of crescendi that composers
have in mind when they indicate them on the score. Learning to select the appropriate crescendo
for each occasion will significantly enhance the expression of the music. If applied properly, a
crescendo will seldom become out of balance or over-stated. As well, the ensemble musicians will
have little doubt about their individual roles in executing a crescendo. Rehearsal time will be
spared for other issues and the ensemble will have a more unified approach to their performance.
The execution of decrescendo can be safely applied in reverse order of the crescendo
methodology. For the visuals of how to execute the four types of crescendi (and decrescendi) hard
copy users please refer to The Anatomy of Default Crescendo/Decrescendo in Appendix V or click
here for the e-file version.
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Creating Style and Intent
CREATING STYLE


Agogic Emphasis as Style. The concept of strong and weak beats in important in creating music
style. Traditionally in 4 time the strong beat is beat one with a secondary emphasis on beat 3. We
have also found that by placing weight on various notes in a phrase, the understanding of the
musical intent is far more satisfying. Further, by placing weight on beats for musical purpose,
tempi are far more stable. If no emphasis is given in an organized pattern the tempo will speed up
or slow down depending on the complexity of the music at that moment.



There Are Three Parts to Every Note. Each note has three parts—the beginning, middle, and end.
We like to introduce this to students in terms of the term TOH and the use of font size. For the
visuals to explain the three parts of the note please see Unifying Note Styles by referring to
Appendix IV or clicking here for the e-file version.



There Are Five Basic Styles of Notes. For the visuals of how to execute these five basic styles of
notes please see Unifying Note Styles by referring to Appendix IV or clicking here for the e-file
version.



fp. For the visuals of how to execute these five basic styles of notes please see Unifying Note
Styles by referring to Appendix IV or clicking here for the e-file version.

CREATING INTENT


There Are Basically Two Styles of Music. “Country” and “Western.” Oh, no, that is not it. Oh, yes,
they are “Song” and “Dance”. We must perform the music in the correct style for its intent to be
felt and understood by the listener.
 Song Music: If we are performing song music we must soften the articulation and connect
the notes as if we are singing. Otherwise the song music sounds like we are playing like this:

MaRy Had a LiTTle LamB (Toh, Toh Toh Toh Toh Toh Toh)




In song music, what we want to hear is:
maryhadaliddlelamb (TohdohdohdohDohdohdoh)
Dance Music: All other styles can be interpreted as “dance” which will require a variety of
articulations (as discussed in the five styles of notes).

Every Note Has a Purpose (Intent) —The Soft Kitty Conundrum. We have discovered that there
can be a disconnect between scale studies, solfege, and playing or singing the notes on a written
page. We need to teach students to be aware of what scale degree they are performing at all
times. The scale studies we use are helpful, but they do not place the scale or any of its notes in a
context other than, perhaps, whether it is major, minor, or modal. Thus, we recommend that you
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lead the students in playing or singing songs by scale tone (numbers or solfege). This creates a
greater understanding of the notes they are playing and the purpose of those notes. Lead the
students in singing Soft Kitty or some other simple tune without telling them you are doing so by
simply indicating which scale tone you wish them to play. Once they understand that they are
playing/singing a tune, move to playing/singing that tune by rote with “intent.” An idea to help
create emotion would be to ask the ensemble to perform the tune representing a variety of
emotion such as happy, sad, seething, violently angry, like, love, etc.


Blend. We define blend as mixing a variety of sounds or colors to create one sound with purpose.
It is like making a cake. At first you can see the eggs, milk, sugar, etc. until you get the mixer and
blend it to become one yummy, delicious texture. Musically this would be equivalent to making a
trombone sound as close as possible to a cello, or a cello as close as possible to a viola, or a
trumpet to sound as close as possible to another trumpet (sorry trumpet players – we know it is
hard).



Speeding up and Slowing down—On Purpose is less about watching the conductor than it is
about understanding the reason for the tempo adjustment while listening to unify the rate of the
change. We strongly disagree with the notion that when the performer sees any words indicating
a shift in tempo that it means “watch the conductor.” We believe it means be aware of the
musical intent and LISTEN to each other. Once we have established the technique and
automatized the performers’ ability to maintain a steady tempo we can begin to explore how to
adjust the tempo for effect in a unified fashion. The most common ways are through accelerando
and ritardando which are “beat-based” speeding up and slowing down. Adjustments in tempo
that are more “feel-based” are the notions of stringendo and rallentando. These two notions
(beat-based vs. feel-based) are, unfortunately, often executed in the same manner. This oversight
seriously harms the “intent” and the creation of the desired emotional result.
 Accelerando—speeding up beat by beat
 Ritardando—slowing down beat by beat
 Stringendo—speeding up ad libitum (at the performers’ discretion), being determined by
the emotional intent and generally driven by what we often call melisma – the singing
expressively of several notes on one syllable. Or, in instrumental terms, the intent of a
combination of short and longer notes to create a single idea or emotion as opposed to
being a means to a destination of a faster tempo.
 Rallentando—slowing down ad libitum (at the performers’ discretion), being determined by
the emotional intent and generally driven by what we often call melisma – the singing
expressively of several notes on one syllable. Or, in instrumental terms, the intent of a
combination of short and longer notes to create a single idea or emotion as opposed to
being a means to a destination of a slower tempo.



When is 3 not 3 – When it Is NOT 3 – Perhaps when it Is 6. This is the corollary to the when is mf
not mf. In this case however, it becomes about the “feel” and agogic emphasis placed on certain
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beats. Instead of hearing a strong beat every measure, it becomes every other measure. Then,
when we add a “relationship” between beats, it becomes much more musical.


How is 3 time different than 4 time? The obvious answer is ONE BEAT. The stronger answer is
that in 3 time there is a “relationship” between 3 and 1. 3 loves 1. Then when 3 is actually6, 6 is
deeply passionate about 1 (and 3 now just has a “thing” for 4).



Intensify To and Through the Change. This is one of the fastest ways to unify several issues. This
works particularly well in shorter incidents such as within one to two measures.
It means intensify to and through a change in:
 Your rhythm—the greater the length difference, the greater the intensification
 Your pitch—the greater the leap—the greater the intensification
 Your pitch—if you have an accidental – intensify to and through
 The form—if you have a rest longer than two beats
 The form—if a new instrument or instruments enter
 The form—if you are going into a new section of the form (or tonal center)



It Is Not Polite to Harm Your Friends. This works particularly well in phrases of at least four
measures. If the music is dull tell the story… “All of your friends are in a boat on the Niagara River
going into Niagara Falls. You are pulling them in off the river to the river bank with a rope. If you
pull on the rope the way you are playing that phrase, all of your friends would be gone.” Thus, do
not let the tension off the rope.



The Three Releases
➢ Symphonic Release is sometimes known as “score order” release (which we do not
embrace because it implies that trumpets release after low woodwinds). This is a technique
that makes a band “resonate” on each release, sounding much like a symphony orchestra.
To attain this sound instruments must release from high to low. To explain it we ask the
highest sounding notes to be released as a staccato. The middle voices release with just a bit
longer sound and the lows then release with tenuto sound. This presents a “whoosh” sound
as opposed to a harsh sound ending with an abrupt, high tessitura “splat.”
➢ Breath Accent Release. This is a special effect release for moments in the music when
extreme passion is required. It creates the effect of a “gasp” and is very dramatic. To
execute, ask the musicians to emphasize the “h” discussed in the three parts of the note
explanation.
➢ “A Niente” Release. The best way to describe this release is fade to “nothing” from high
sounds to low sounds.



The Three Fermati. Each type of fermata has a purpose to enhance the musical intent. The length
and the style of release (or no release) of the fermata reinforces the emotional content. It could
be
1. A short holding of a note as in a “brief pondering”
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2. A short release to either catch an emotional moment’s breath, or to accent the next note
for emotional effect h or
3. A longer cessation of sound for dramatic effect. j
In any event, for best effect the performers must execute each fermata together in a unified
manner.


Events and Moments. Events are those special musical additions that create excitement, beauty,
emotion, momentum, etc. in the music. These could be sfz, or subito pp, or a momentary and
stunning chord that is held for just an instant longer than expected, or simply an accidental that
created tension, to name but a few. It is our job as musicians to identify these events and
celebrate them, intensify to and through them. Moments become those destinations where all
the stars align for the greatest height or “moment” of passion. Often this is where all three
cadences align or at the “golden mean” section of a work, or even the silence following the final
note performed of a work that leaves the audience in stunned silence. These are the moments we
live for as musicians.

CREATING EMOTION
 Combining and unifying all the above philosophy, psychology, and pedagogy will create a
foundation for being able to express the emotional intent of any work. It boils down to the notion
of “value and transfer.” If the musician is intrinsically motivated to pursue creating and unifying
the emotional intent of every note, then the performance has the chance to be stunning,
beautiful, powerful, and even life-changing. We hope that creating emotion through your
performance is not only your intent, but the value and transfer of this notion also becomes that of
your students as well.
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II. DIRECTED vs. TIMED PRACTICE
Yes, we want our students to practice outside of music class! How can we move them from extrinsic
motivation (i. e. signed, timed practice sheets) to be intrinsically motivated to practice – to become
“hooked” with the thrill of becoming accomplished musicians? Again, we encourage you to think about
student-centered learning—turn this task over to the students. Engage them to be inspired to become
their best. Suggested strategies include:
 To expect a student to immediately add the traditional “30 minutes per day” practice schedule
to their home routine is simply unrealistic. The system of students practicing because they have
been told they must or for a set amount of time often sets them up to fail. They most likely will
not do it, which can become a point of contention between student and parent or teacher. We
suggest a multi-step method of getting students to practice with the objective of having them
practice for themselves with a specific purpose or goal in mind. This often transcends into
something fun and useful or even better, something they choose to do.
 Set realistic expectations that the student can and will be able to achieve. Start with small steps.
1. Get the student to at least think about what they just learned that day in class. Give them
5–7 things to remember that night before going to sleep. The next day in class, hold them
accountable and ask them to repeat the 5–7 items to indicate the possibility that they,
indeed, thought about it. Getting them started by having them give 5 minutes to thinking is
the first step.
2. The second step would be once you are confident that they are at least doing the thinking,
ask them if they would add an additional 5 minutes to sing/play/demonstrate only what they
learned in class that day, just to cement it in their mind.
3. Once they are doing the above at home on the day of their class, ask them to add 2–3 more
minutes to play or sing whatever they wish. We have found that these minutes turn into
more minutes and end up reinforcing the concepts and skills they have been thinking about
or practicing. Once the class day home practice is established, you can ask them to give you
one more day between classes so they can get better faster to help the whole group. This
turns into a day for them and a day in support of their classmates. Hopefully, as they become
more and more intrinsically motivated to practice, they will find themselves increasing their
practice time and enjoying more success. Before they know it, practice has become a part of
“what they do.”
 Now they are ready to develop the art of practicing. Begin with teaching students how to isolate
and problem-solve. Encourage them to concentrate on specific parts of the music that they
identify need work. For example, at the end of each piece rehearsed, take two minutes and
have students make notes in their music or on post-it notes so they will be reminded where
they need to individually focus. Ask students to clearly define their goals (isolate) and consider
several ways/ideas to reach these goals (problem-solve).
 Goal Setting: Students should consider questions such as “What do I want to accomplish in this
practice session? Which parts of this piece or exercise am I struggling with? Should I work on my
intonation? My tone? Are my articulations unified? How can I phrase this more beautifully? Is
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this rhythm accurate?” They should set specific goals for each practice session and practice until
those goals are accomplished—it might take 10 minutes, or it could take 40. It is not about the
length of time; it is about setting goals and working to achieve them.
Limit the number of goals set per practice session. We recommend limiting their goals to 3-5 per
practice session as opposed to trying to “do it all and failing”. Small successful steps are far
more useful than lots of problems only partially solved or addressed. This is called “chunking”
and we urge teaching this technique to students.
Encourage students to practice in pairs or small groups. It is so much more fun to make music
together and to help and support each other. In fact, consider dedicating some rehearsal time
to “practice” how to practice.
Set up (perhaps through guided journal writing) a constant and positive communication vehicle
between you, the student, and the parents. By recognizing students’ efforts and achievements
in their personal practice plans, we are confident students will be encouraged as they see the
connection between their personal practice and the growing success of their individual and the
ensemble’s musicianship and performance.

We hope that you will find that this method works well as an advanced organizer, precursor, or
companion to other common methods; perhaps even to the way you learned. We wish you well and
urge you to always expect your students to sing and play with passion and intent as they learn how to
read and interpret the written page and turn it into that often elusive, but by no means impossible, task
of making music that expresses the inexpressible.
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III. PERCUSSION WARM-UP TENETS AND PROCEDURES
1. Address the percussionists first – best if prior to beginning a warm-up session
2. Tell them that their warm-ups include:
 individual technique development
 ensemble unification
 intent and balance – specifically focus on balance and timing as a group
 agogic emphasis to help with winds, brass, and strings phrasing and timing
3. For large percussion sections have practice pads for those wishing to work on stick technique if
mallet options are not available
4. Place multiple percussionists on octaves of keyboards
5. Do not use bass drum or cymbals during the warm-up (unless for a specific purpose)
Personal Technique Reminders
1. Proper hand grip and hand placement
2. Appropriate combination of use of fingers, wrist, forearm
3. Proper placement of stick or mallet onto the instrument
4. Eyes up, particularly upon starting strike (know the “feel” of the location or height of the
instrument).
5. Percussionists must breathe “in-time” with the other instrumentalists to ensure unity with winds,
brasses, and strings.
6. When the ensemble is working on legato, percussionists work on roll technique on snare drum
and mallets.
Percussion Ensemble and Listening Reminders
1. Can each percussionist hear every other percussionist always? Demonstrate the octaves and
colors produced by each instrument and each percussionist.
2. Is the balance appropriate within and beyond the section – not only hearing each other, but also
the entire percussion section?
3. Do the sounds of the mallets being used match each other and the sound required for the musical
moment – in other words, is the right mallet being used?
4. Are all percussionists performing with the same weight or accent (e.g. is everyone giving the same
weight to beats one or three, etc.)?
5. Is everyone perfectly together within the section and with the entire ensemble?
6. Is everyone phrasing together with the same intent and intensity?
7. Remember, warm-ups are never just an exercise or time-filler.
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IV. UNIFYING NOTE STYLES
Premise 1: There are five basic styles of notes
Premise 2: There are three parts to every note – Beginning (T, t, d, or y) – Middle (O) – End (H)
Cognitive Overview
Font
1. Default
2. Agogic

14-point font “T”
12-point font “OH”

16-point bold font “T”
14 font bold “OH”

3. Tenuto

12-point font start using “d”
subsequent beginnings using “y”;
12-point font “OH”

4. Staccato

All 12-point font “TOH”

5. Marcato

Style

Special Instructions

¾ sound, ¼ silence

The “H” rings through the
16th rest (silence)

Bold Default style;
¾ sound, ¼ silence

Agogic = “SUMO”
Default on steroids

Connected style

NO space between notes;
trombones use “d”
always

½ sound, ½ silence

18-point bold font “T”

⅔ sound, ⅓ silence

14-point font “OH”

Do not lose the “H”;
the dot is an abbreviation
for ½
Think triplets;
sound for the first two,
do not lose the “H”

Visual Representation of Note Styles
1. DEFAULT

TOH TOH TOH TOH

QQQQ
2. AGOGIC

TOH TOH TOH TOH








QQQQ
3. TENUTO

TOH TOH TOH TOH

dOHyOHyOHyOH





QQQQ





TOH TOH TOH TOH




QQQQ

QQQQ

TOH dOHTOH dOH

dOHTOH dOHyOH








QQQQ
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4. STACCATO



5. MARCATO

TOH TOH TOH TOH

TOH TOH TOH TOH












QQQQ

QQQQ

TOH TOH TOH TOH

TOH TOH TOH TOH











QQQQ

TOH TOH TOH TOH





QQQQ
TOH

TOH TOH TOH





QQQQ

QQQQ

TOH dOHyOHTOH

TOH TOH TOH

COMBINING THE FIVE DEFAULT STYLE

TOH


dOHTOH

TOH









QQQQ





QQQQ





TOH


QQQQ

fp Features: Metered Gesture
See
Quarter Note

Do

q

b

fp

f p

Special Instructions
e note length f
e note length p

qqor ej
Half Note
f

Whole Note

^

w
fp

p

f p

qd
f

p

eqjor qej
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V.

THE ANATOMY OF CRESCENDO and DECRESCENDO

Interpreting the Four Types of Crescendi
There are four basic types of crescendi that composers have in mind when they indicate them on the
score. Learning to select the appropriate crescendo for each occasion will significantly enhance the
expression of the music. If applied properly a crescendo will seldom become out of balance or overstated. As well, the ensemble musicians will have little doubt about their individual roles in executing a
crescendo. Rehearsal time will be spared for other issues and the ensemble will have a more unified
approach to their performance.
Please note that although only crescendo are commented upon here, the execution of decrescendo can
be safely applied in reverse order of the crescendo methodology.
1. DEFAULT CRESCENDO
This is the crescendo mode that, unless specified otherwise by the conductor, will be used for all
crescendi.
 Premise 1. All crescendi start from the lowest sound of the ensemble, then move to the
middle voices, followed at the very end of the crescendo by the high voices or upper
tessitura notes.
 Premise 2. Although all crescendi look the same to each instrument or voice on the page,
the execution of the crescendo is far different depending on the tessitura or type of sound
being produced by the performer.
 Premise 3. In the percussion section, all crescendi proceed in the following sequence:
low to high batter—low to high mallet—low to high metal (judgement can be used in
determining the execution of miscellaneous or unusual percussion instruments).
A visual example follows on the next page.
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2. CHOIR CRESCENDO
This crescendo mode is generally prescribed for longer crescendos lasting between one to four
measures. It relies on a clear understanding of the DEFAULT CRESCENDO but is applied slightly
differently. Within each choir of sound the crescendo ascends from low to high voices as in the
DEFAULT CRESCENDO, however the crescendo is executed in the following sequence:
Strings—Voices—Woodwinds—Brasses— (Electronics) —Percussion
3. TERRACED CRESCENDO
This crescendo is generally prescribed for longer crescendi lasting a minimum of three measures.
It is especially effective when high volumes are expected particularly when the final volume
marking is fortissimo or above. The premise is that instead of a steady volume increase over time,
the volume is increased in “terraces” at prescribed intervals until the effect of the volume change
is completed. Depending on the length of time over which the crescendo is to be executed,
judgement can be applied to “terrace” after each two beats, three beats, four beats, measure, or
every two measures. Like the DEFAULT CRESCENDO the high voices must be cautious not to
overpower the rest of the ensemble. Strict consideration must be given to balance at each step of
the crescendo.
4. WAVE CRESCENDO
This crescendo is for a highly dramatic effect at a point where all three types of cadences (melodic,
rhythmic, and harmonic) occur simultaneously or where a major section of a work is being
completed. Generally, WAVE CRESCENDI occur within the timeframe of one or two measures. The
DEFAULT CRESCENDO rules apply but the WAVE CRESCENDO represents the sound much like a
large water wave might create as it comes into a beach and crashes into a rock well. Initially, the
crescendo is an intensifying of the energy being produced by the musicians, followed by an
extremely quick crescendo within two beats into the downbeat of the following measure
(cadence) followed by a quick (one beat) taper to pianissimo. It might be graphically notated as
such:
Ensemble sees:

Ensemble executes:
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